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Bentley, Carter: ETHNICITY & NATIONALITY (photocopy)
Chin, Frank: THE CHICKENCOOP CHINAMAN and THE YEAR OF THE DRAGON
Hammond, Thomas (ed.): WITNESSES TO THE ORIGINS OF THE COLD WAR
Isenhour, Fearn & Frederickson: TENANTS' RIGHTS
Malone, Michael: BATTLE FOR BUTTE
Robbins, Sterling: AUYANA
Wellek, Rene: FOUR CRITICS

Accession No. 82-164

Gidley, Mick: KOPET: A DOCUMENTARY NARRATIVE OF CHIEF JOSEPH'S LAST YEARS

Shulman, Frank: DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS ON JAPAN and KOREA
Bestor, Dorothy: ASIDE FROM TEACHING, WHAT IN THE WORLD CAN YOU DO?
Silbergeld, Jerome: CHINESE PAINTING STYLE: MEDIA, METHODS, & PRINCIPLE FORM
Rader, Melvin: THE RIGHT TO HOPE

Hall, Blackman & Rickard: NORTHWEST COAST INDIAN GRAPHICS: AN INTRODUCTION TO SILK SCREEN PRINTS
Hall, Stevan: PLOUGHSHARE VILLAGE: CULTURE & CONTEXT IN TAIWAN
Tsujimoto, Karen: IMAGES OF AMERICA: PRECISIONIST PAINTING & MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
Stearns, Mary Lee: HAIDA CULTURE IN CUSTODY: THE MASSET BAND
Strindberg, August: APOLOGIA AND TWO FOLK PLAYS (trans. by Walter Johnson)
Moseley, Spencer and Garvais Reed: WALTER ISAACS: AN ARTIST IN AMERICA, 1886-1964

Accession No. 83-9

Blackman: DURING MY TIME: FLORENCE EDENSHAW DAVIDSON: A HAIDA WOMAN
Gerould: WITKACY
Kruckeberg: GARDENING WITH NATIVE PLANTS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Levi-Strauss: THE WAY OF THE MASKS
Morgan: THE MILL ON THE BOOT
Yerushalmi: ZAKHOR

Accession No. 84

Bentley: ETHNICITY & NATIONALITY
Hammond: WITNESSES TO THE ORIGIN OF THE COLD WAR
Harrell: PLOUGHSHARE VILLAGE
Yamamura: ECONOMIC POLICIES AND TRADE ISSUES OF JAPAN (2 packages)
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Hood, Donald W. and John A. Calder (ed): THE EATERN BERING SEA SHELF: OCEANOGRAPHY AND RESOURCES

Jacob, Rancois: THE POSSIBLE THE THE ACTUAL

Lasker, Reuben (ed): MARINE FISH LARVAE: MORPHOLOGY,ECOLOGY AND RELATION TO FISHERIES

Lu, Yu; Chun-shu Chang & Joan Smythe (ed): SOUTH CHINA IN THE TWELFTH CENTURY

Malone, Michael P.: THE BATTLE FOR BUTTE: MINING AND POLITICS ON THE NORTHERN FRONTIER, 1864-1906

Mycological Commission: MYCOLOGY GUIDEBOOK

Rose, Roget G.: HAWAII: THE ROYAL ISLES

Rowe, Ann Pollard: A CENTURY OF CHANGE IN GUATEMALAN TEXTILES

Sale, Roger: SEATTLE: PAST TO PRESENT: AN INTERPRETATION OF THE HISTORY OF THE FOREMOST CITY IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Sone, Monica: NISEI DAUGHTER

Tabor, Roland: GUIDE TO THE GEOLOGY OF OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK
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Alexander, Richard D.: DARWINISM & HUMAN AFFAIRS

Bauer, Yehuda: THE HOLOCAUST IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Bish, Robert L.: GOVERNING PUGET SOUND

Blong, R.J.: THE TIME OF DARKNESS: LOCAL LEGENDS AND VOLCANIC REALITY IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Cunningham, Imogen: IMOGEN CUNNINGHAM: PHOTOGRAPHS

Haig-Brown, Roderick: A PRIMER OF FLY-FISHING


Kozloff, Eugene: PLANS AND ANIMALS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST: AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE NATURAL HISTORY OF WESTERN OREGON, WASHINGTON AND BRITISH COLUMBIA


Marshall, Richard and Suzanne Foley: CERAMIC SCULPTURE: SIX ARTISTS:

Montana Historical Society: F. JAY HAYNES: PHOTOGRAPHER

Niwa, Tamako: FIRST COURSE IN JAPANESE (part 1, 2 and character book)

Saum, Lewis O.: THE FUR TRADER AND THE INDIAN

Takaki, Ronald T.: IRONCAGES: RACE AND CULTURE IN 19th CENTURY AMERICA

Textile Workshops, Inc::MINIATURE FIBER ARTS: A NATIONAL EXHIBITION

Uchida, Yoshiko: DESERT EXILE: THE UPROOTING OF A JAPANESE AMERICAN FAMILY

Usmiani, Renate: MICHEL TREMBLAY
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Wilson, Steven C. and Karen C. Hayden: A NATURAL COLLECTION
Wroth, William: THE CHAPEL OF OUR LADY OF TALPA
Wroth, William: HISPANIC CRAFTS OF THE SOUTHWEST
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Bonner, W. Nigel: SEALS AND MAN: A STUDY OF INTERACTIONS
Campbell, Sara (ed): FEININGER, JAWLENSKY, KANDINSKY, PAUL KLESS: THE BLUE FOUR GALKA SCHEYER COLLECTION
Coe, Michael D.: OLD GODS AND YOUNG HEROES: THE PEARLMAN COLLECTION OF MAYA CERAMICS
Hacker, Katherine F. and Krista Jensen Turnbull: COURTYARD, BAZAAR, TEMPLE: TRADITIONS OF TEXTILE EXPRESSION IN INDIA
Iglauer, Edith: DENISON'S ICE ROAD
Kao, Geoerge (ed): THE TRANSLATION OF THINGS PAST: CHINESE HISTORY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY
Keyes, Charles F. (ed): ETHNIC CHANGE
Larsen, Jack: JACK LENOR LARSEN: 30 YEARS OF CREATIVE TEXTILES
Laursen, Gary and Joseph Ammirati (eds): ARCTIC AND ALPINE MYCOLOGY: THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ARCTO-ALPINE MYCOLOGY
Mccarroll, Charles: THE GREAT SOUTHWEST
National Geographic Society: AMERICA'S MAGNIFICENT MOUNTAINS
National Geographic Society: AMERICA'S SPECTACULAR NORTHWEST
Phillips, James W.: WASHINGTON STATE PLACE NAMES
Robbins, Michael: HIGH COUNTRY TRAIL: ALONG THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE
Robbins, Sterling: AUYANA: THOSE WHO HELD ONTO HOME
Roethke, Theodore: THE COLLECTED POEMS OF THEODORE ROETHKE
Silbergeld, Jerome: CHINESE PAINTING STYLE: MEDIA, METHODS, AND PRINCIPLES OF FORM
Stewart, Hilary: INDIAN FISHING: EARLY METHODS ON THE NORTHWEST COAST
Swan, James G.: THE NORTHWEST COAST: OR THREE YEARS' RESIDENCE IN WASHINGTON TERRITORY
Walker, Alexander: AN ACCOUNT OF A VOYAGE TO THE NORTHWEST COAST OF AMERICA IN 1785 & 1786